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    Learning Goals: 

 Students will be able to recall and follow expectations from the syllabus and from their writing 

expectations. 

 Students will be able to identify literary devices, diction and syntax in a short excerpt and will be 

able to apply this skill to the terminology of the FSA two part questions. 

 

Activities: 10/17/17 – 10/20/17  

T:  The lesson plans and standards. New seats.  Review goal sheet. Check binder organization. Review 

syllabus and MANTA quiz. Sizzle Up on format.  Write the true false in NB so they are all true 

statements.  Review annotation of indies. Focus on 1,2,3, 5.  Do a sample together with my text. It is 

always the central question, “What can we infer about the narrator’s attitude toward his/her situation?” 

using L, D, S notes.  Introduce two part question possibilities.    

HW:  Finish the annotation for HW and write the answer to the two-part questions with text evidence. 

W:   Share completed annotation on the ELMO.  Critique. Writing evidence with two –part questions. 

Answer first, then evidence from notes to prove.  Write a short paragraph.  Model each step. 

 

 HW:  Always be reading your indie.  

TH:   Sizzle Up.  Annotate passage with L,D,S.  Discuss which question styles will work for your 

annotation and choose one from each category to answer. Label what standard is being assessed. 

HW: Always be reading your indie. Bring indie Friday.  You will have an assignment with it. 



F:  Substitute.  ELA 9 writing data day. Must bring your indie. Practice stems with your text. 

 HW:   Always be reading your indie.  

NOTES for NEXT WEEK 

 Students will successfully complete Sizzle Ups as part of their regular classroom procedures. 

 Students will distinguish between a phrase and clause (dependent and independent) 

 Students will be able to revise their arguments from Q 1 using a SMELL format. 

Sizzle Up:  Label Phrases and Clauses.  Practice using IXL. Introduce HW. 

An example of a prepositional phrase, a dependent clause, independent clause and a participial phrase 

from your indie. Write out the example within the sentence(s), cite the page number, and label the 

grammar structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


